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Dear Hon Chairman and Members of the Singapore Parliamentary Select Committee
on Fake News.
Thank you for your agreeing to be members in this very important select committee.
Focused on the soliciting of considered views from the members of the public in
Singapore - for very wise and careful study by the relevant officials. Before actual
crafting, passing and enforcing of very fair, just, efficient and effective laws.
Laws which support and promote the promotion of verifiable truths - over harmful
unintentional or intentional part-truths/-part-untruths or, even, total lies.
Instead of less than adequate laws which evil doers' and their lawyers will be quick to
very silfully exploit.
To intimidate, gag, prevent and punish those who factually know the ways of such
evil doers - beneath their guise of pretending to preserve and promote peace and
harmony in the very societies they want to corrupt, weaken, deceive, conquer,
subjugate, oppress and damn.
Therefore, this dire need for the right laws and processes which can very swiftly,
accurately, justly and effectively enable the public and the relevant agencies and
authorities - to very swiftly, accurately, justly, lawfully, cost-efficiently and costeffectively expose and defeat such evil doers and their controllers, in and outside
Singapore.
Via very well thought out multiple-tier procedures and processes - for very safe, just,
swift and cost-effective deterring and addressing of such evil doers, early, by the
lawful authorities - with the help of the Singaporean and non-Singaporean public,
again, in and outside Singapore.
Because of this bedrock realization amidst the public - that falsehoods, untruths and
lies (including genuine fake news) - must only harm persons and societies that are
so deceived.
I am ready and would be happy to elaborate and substantiate in person, should you
require me to do so.
Thank you.
Majulah Singapura !
Yours faithfully,
NGA Thio Ping
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